
In the prepared logo design, the company's name, "HC91 Real Estate," is combined with both stylized letters 
and symbols representing the real estate sector.
The H letter is transformed into the shape of a roof, symbolizing both reliability and the focal point of the real 
estate sector, which is homes. This design reflects the warmth and trustworthiness of homes in a minimal 
and memorable way.

The C letter, using a mirroring technique, creates a symmetrical balance, allowing it to harmonize with the 
second letter in the company's name without drawing excessive attention. The logo, with its harmonious 
combination of emerald green and cream, conveys a sense of luxury.
In conclusion, this logo design effectively combines the company's name and the real estate sector. Its 
minimal and stylish structure emphasizes the company's reliability and luxury, effectively conveying the 
company's identity.



The logo of HC91 Real Estate firm presents a highly impressive and symbolic design. The logo combines the 
company's name, "HC91 Real Estate," with both a stylized letter and lions, which symbolize strength and trust.
The key symbol, in addition to representing real estate, also symbolizes power and trust for the company. 
The lions placed on either side emphasize the company's strength and robustness. The logo clearly 
demonstrates how the key symbol establishes a strong connection between the brand identity and the real 
estate sector.

The brand name, styled in serif font, has been made compatible with the logo, ensuring design consistency. 
The combination of purple and gold tones reflects a sense of luxury, highlighting the company's prestige.
In conclusion, this logo design establishes a strong brand identity and a robust connection with the real 
estate sector. The symbols, style, and colors together emphasize the company's reliability, strength, and 
luxury.



The third logo prepared is quite attention-grabbing and aligns well with the brand identity. The logo 
combines the company's name, "HC91 Real Estate," with a stylized H and a combination of buildings 
representing the real estate sector. The transformation of the H into the shape of buildings not only 
communicates the company's primary focus but also establishes a strong and trustworthy brand identity. 
The brand name has been elegantly chosen in a longer form and aligned to the side of the design for 
perfect harmony. The combination of burgundy and gold tones reflects a sense of luxury and prestige, 
emphasizing the company's high-quality services. This color combination instills trust and a sense of 
superior quality in clients. In conclusion, this logo design is both stylish and meaningful. It effectively 
represents both the company's name and the real estate sector. The logo not only creates a strong identity 
for the company but also emphasizes sophistication and a sense of luxury.


